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Dear Sir
Based on the tasking of DED was given on the last ABN implementation meeting, please find attached the
attached initial report from FOC Diana Jungi who represented Frontex during the DG Home technical
mission to Hungary on 18-19/10/2016.
Jozsef Bali
Head of Land Border Sector
Joint Operations Unit - Operations Division
Tel: +48 22 205 9818
Mobile: + 48 667 667 262
From: Diana Jungi
Sent: 2016. október 19. 20:36
To: Jozsef Bali <jozsef.bali@frontex.europa.eu>
Subject: DG Home technical mission to Hungary/initial feedback and outcomes from the meeting on 19
October
Dear Jozsef,
With reference to DG Home technical mission to Hungary, please find attached the detailed report on the
discussions and outcomes from today’s meeting for your awareness.
Please note that the report contains only initial feedback provided by DG Home on the spot.
Main outcomes related to the meeting with Frontex:
·

·

The delegation notified that alleged physical violence by the Hungarian Police was indicated in the
report from external sources, however within Frontex SIR mechanism there are no indications for
a systematic violence from the HUN Police side. This could be due to the fact that GOs are not
involved in the escorting and on the other hand GOs presence could have a positive effect on the
HUN Police practices.
Concerning the officers deployed from the Visegrad Countries, the delegation considered that as
the officers are deployed from EU Member States, they should be integrated under Frontex
coordinated joint operations.

Main outcomes related to the meeting with HUN authorities:
·
·
·

·

The transit zone is well-managed, concerns are related to the effective access to asylum;
They have not observed physical violence from the HUN Police side during their visit;
However seems that the procedure in the closed reception centre is slow and that migrants do not
receive sufficient information about the procedures, the following steps, and timing. Based on the
brief interview performed with migrants in the reception centre seems that some “obvious” cases
are also proceeded too slowly;
Concerning the information provided by HUN Police in written form for the migrants escorted back
to the gate, the information contains the possibility to lodge a complaint however no postal or

·

email address or phone number is indicated, which makes difficult for the migrants to lodge a
complaint;
Compared to their visit in the first half of the year they could notice change in the practice, namely
that Dublin procedure is initiated in most of the cases.

Best regards,
Diana
Diana Jungi
Coordinating Officer
Land Borders Sector
Joint Operations Unit · Operations Division
Tel: +48 22 205 9827
Mobile: +48 785 001 339

